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Dear Mister Chairman, members of the Working Group, 
brothers and sisters, ladies and gentlemen! 

Thank you for your invitation. It is a great honour for me to speak in such a great forum of 
indigenous peoples. I represent the Oroch people, one of the smallest groups of indigenous 
peoples of Russia, which counts only 600 people. 
According to international principles and norms, agreements of the Russian Federation, we 
can define our own way of development. But the Russian legislation does not allow us to 
completely realize our rights. The main problems influencing the development of our peoples 
in the Vanino district, Khabarovsk region: 

- often the federal laws dealing with the interests of the indigenous peoples do not 
correspond to the international standards and to the treaties of the Russian 
Federation and remain on a declarative level; 

- the limitation of the exploitation of biological resources does not allow 
preservation of the traditional way of life. 

In May 2001 a federal law on "the territories of traditional natural resources exploitation" 
(TTNRP) was adopted to favour the development of the traditional exploitation of natural 
resources of the indigenous peoples. For the first time, legal foundations for the creation, the 
protection and the exploitation of the TTNRP were implemented on the federal level. But, 
unfortunately, due to several reasons it remains unrealised. With the adoption of the federal 
law on the TTNRP, the regional law which was providing more rights in the area of land 
exploitation was abolished. 
The Crotch mainly live in the Vanino district. The unemployment problem also touched our 
district: only 15% of the indigenous have a job. In 1990 we have registered the community as 
a "National Collective Farm" (NCF) which employs 26 Orotch. Fishing, hunting, collecting 
and folk arts are the main activities of the NCF. This is the only way to preserve our 
traditional way of life. In 1991, our community received a territory of traditional natural 
resources exploitation of 745,2 ha, but within 10 years, until 2000, almost all the territory has 
been divided between forest exploitation enterprises without our agreement. In 2000, by the 
common efforts of voluntary ecological organisations, we succeeded in making a case for the 
creation of a forest parcel attributed to TTNRP. In 2001, for the first time in the history of 
Russian legal practice, an Orotch community won 3 court process (up to the high arbitration 
court of Russia) on compensations to indigenous peoples for the lost profit due to wood cut on 
the TTNRP of the Orotch. 
According to international treaties of Russia (the pact on economic, social and cultural rights, 
the pact on civil and political rights), all the people should have the right to land and natural 



resources. But up to now, we do not have such rights. Russia did not yet ratify the ILO 
Convention 169. 
We hope that the processes happening to us will make it possible to review one's attitude 
toward indigenous peoples. 
In order to improve the situation of indigenous peoples we appeal to the UN to propose to the 
Russian Federation: 

- to adopt federal laws dealing with the interests of indigenous peoples, according to 
international treaties; 

- to accelerate the ratification of the ILO Convention 169. 
Thank you for your attention. 


